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LE GRAND PARIS city displays figures and attractiveness for investors
Let us create THE METROPOLIS 

Paris, Washington DC, , 30.10.2016, 00:51 Time

USPA NEWS - Inventing the Metropolis is catalyst of energy Martin Jacques Says The metropolis-capital engine for the economy of
the region Ile France (Paris and Suburbs) and the country has a great potential for sustainable development and international
influence. It is now targeting a major step construction,

Inventing the Metropolis is catalyst of energy Martin Jacques Says
The metropolis-capital engine for the economy of the region Ile France (Paris and Suburbs) and the country has a great potential for
sustainable development and international influence. It is now targeting a major step construction, in collaboration with all stakeholders
of the industry.

FIGURES AND ECONOMIC DATA AND DEMOGRAPHIC OF METROPOLIS OF GRAND PARIS
The Metropole Grand Paris aims to improve the lives of its 7.15 million inhabitants including 1.6 million young people, 20 in Paris and
its region (Ile De France). The metropolis that contains 11 territories and in total 131 municipalities. This represents 814 km2, or 7
times the size of Paris only. There are 46.8 million visitors / year which is the first destination in the world. In terms of occupation, Paris
counts 4.1 million jobs is the first pole of European jobs. This explains Paris had contributed to 75% of regional GDP and 23% of
national GDP. We also observe that companies 7creations in Ile de France are of the metropolis. The office space is 38Mm2 sotie first
office park in Europe. The creative economy is 450 000 jobs, which are the engine of the international attractiveness.

This is a decisive moment! Overall, the state represented by the Prefect of the Ile de France Jean Francois Carenco, the metropolis of
Greater Paris chaired by Patrick Ollier, and the Society of Greater Paris directed by Philippe Yvin, chose to launch this project call for
territories which will mobilize innovative creativity, know -how and expertise of all stakeholders and developers of the city to create the
city create the Metropole create the Future.---------------------------------------------------
This initiative is an invitation to collectively build a resilient metropolis, innovative, sustainable, creative and supportive, offering the
prospect of new urban and economic environment of the picture; keel requirement carried by the Metropolitan project and its potential
for innovation. Act for the lively Grand Paris "Have sign the three leaders of this colossal project
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